
KFC AND MCDONALDS A MODEL

KFC and McDonald's are targeting each other's strategies. â€œWhat we have done in these 15 years is getting our
model right, from the menu to.

However, McDonald's also says its new Premium Chicken Wraps have been selling well, which takes even
more attention away from KFC's competing lunch menu items. Jalandhar changed that. There are two
potential reasons â€” market learning and demand expansion. Western counterpart McDonald's also continues
to expand its premises. After all, the folks at Yum! Updated: Aug 29, ,  During the initial years, McDonald's'
service time averaged 75 seconds. Managers took advantage of this by charging the relatively high prices of
10 yuan for a hamburger, and 5 yuan for a Coke. For reference, that was a notable decline from Yum! More
often than not, KFC has the first-mover advantage. McDonald's has now bumped up its beverage range to
include mocha, hot chocolate, tea, iced tea and cappuccino. Besides competition, the restaurant business in
India is also fraught with troubles. How do they sustain growth rates? Here's what investors need to know.
Thus, some companies set up shop far away from competitors to enjoy a larger market share. Such cultivation
expands demand for Western fast food which attracts KFC to enter. Brands won't eventually rebound once its
KFC China operations stabilize, and Taco Bell remains an absolute cash cow which continues to do quite well
in the U. They plan to fill gaps in metros and flock to emerging towns. The development in many cities of the
infrastructure needed for fast food to flourish, including malls with food courts and highways with
drive-through locations, has been a big help. Both brands could really benefit though by more actively asking
the opinions of their Twitter followings. Fast food simply does not compare. Some customers complained that
fast food was not as good as their Chinese cuisine, and that it lacked variety. Their resultant speed and
efficiency are only meaningful in countries with a market economy. Staff, community ventures, that sort of
thing. McDonald's is considered the poor man's meal in the West, but in India's small towns, the company's
executives are pleased that it holds a halo of aspiration around it. Trouble Ahead Local rivals, meanwhile, are
chomping at their tail. Their standardized business operation apart, the key is excellent inter-cultural
management.


